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Overview 
• Forthcoming open access e-book: 
 
B. Clark and R. Madachy (Eds.), Software 
Cost Estimation Metrics Manual for Defense 
Systems, 2014, ISBN 978-0-9904787-0-6 
 
• Will be downloadable from 
– softwarecost.org 
– USC Center for Systems and Software Engineering 
– DoD Systems Engineering Research Center 
(SERC) 
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Purpose  
 
• This metrics manual helps analysts and decision makers develop 
accurate, easy and quick early software cost estimates for 
different types of systems and operating environments oriented 
for the United States Department of Defense (DoD) and 
government agencies in related domains.  
• The intent is to improve quality and consistency of early software 
estimating methods across government cost agencies and 
program offices through guidance, standardization, and 
knowledge sharing. 
• We have analyzed empirical software cost data for these types of 
programs and are transitioning the results back in this open 
access manual.  
• Furthermore we describe our processes for data normalization, 
analysis, derivation of Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs) and 
productivity benchmarking. 
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Dataset Summary 
7 
• Analysis based on 317 SRDRs reported from recent DoD projects 
during 2004-2013. 
• Normalized Effort vs. Equivalent Size in SRDRs:  
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Usage Scenarios  
 
• Primary usage for government analysts who are 
validating and cross-checking software cost 
estimates provided by contractors. 
– Existing CERs can provide sanity checks without full detailed 
information on the future programs. Productivity benchmarks are also 
useful for comparison purposes. 
– In some cases, new CERs need to be developed when existing 
CERs are inadequate.  
• CERs and productivity benchmarks are also 
important to contractors who provide SRDR data.  
– In most cases, the people responsible for reporting the SRDR are the 
same preparing the cost proposals for source selection. Publicized 
CERs and benchmarks will help them crosscheck their cost proposal 
estimates against government benchmarks.  
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Cost Estimating Approach  
 
• Collect software cost metrics data  
– The data used in this manual is from DoD’s Software Resource Data Report 
(SRDR)  
• Prepare the data for analysis with normalization 
– This step heavily relies on a set of standard metric definitions 
– Data is then normalized to the standard set of metric definitions  
• Create cost estimating relationship (CER) models from the 
data  
– Segmenting the data into groups 
– Productivity benchmark 
– Formulae with parameters relating size, effort and schedule  
• Address challenges in using CERS with modern software 
development practices.  
• Evolve the CERS based on comparing estimates with 
actual costs on future completed systems.  
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Estimation and Metrics Processes 
10 
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Software Resources Data Report  
• Overview 
• Collecting Organization 
• Repository 
• Reporting Frequency 
• SRDR Content 
• Further SRDR Resources  
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Metrics Definitions 
• Overview 
• Product Size Measures 
• SLOC Count Definitions 
• ESLOC Summary 
• Functional Size Measures 
• Development Effort 
• Development Duration 
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Metrics Definitions Examples 







• SLOC Count Definitions 
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Data Assessment 
• Gather Collected Data 
• Inspect each Data Record 
• Determine Data Quality Levels 
• Correct Missing or Questionable Data 
• Normalize Size and Effort Data 
• Convert Raw SLOC into Equivalent SLOC  
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Data Assessment Examples 






• Proxy DM, CM and IM Values  
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Cost Estimating Relationships 
• Overview 
• Data Segmentation 
• SRDR Metric Definitions 
• Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs) 
• Software CERs by AppType Across All 
Environments 
• Productivity Benchmarks  
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Data Conditioning 
and Analysis Domain CER 
Data Analysis Objectives 
• Make collected data useful to oversight and management 
entities  
– Provide guidance on how to condition data to address 
challenges 
– Segment data into different Application Types and Operating 
Environments 
– Analyze data for simple Cost Estimating Relationships (CER) 
within each domain 
– Develop rules-of-thumb for missing data 
Data Records 
for one Domain 
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Operating Environment 
• Represents the platform that the software operates in.  
• Complexity of a software also driven by environment 
• It is important to determine the appropriate environment before 
analyzing your software project: 
Environment Type 
Fixed Ground Fixed Ground Site (MGS) 
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Application Type 
• Complexity is influenced by its Application Type 
• Application Types are groups of application domains that are 







• Determining the appropriate productivity type is critical as it 








1. Required software reliability  
2. Data processing requirements  
3. Product complexity  
4. Integration complexity  
5. Real-time operating requirements  
6. Platform volatility 
7. Target system volatility  
8. Special display requirements 
9. Development re-hosting  
10. Quality assurance requirements  
11. Security requirements  
12. Assurance requirements  
13. Required testing level  
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Application Types 
• Sensor Control and Signal 
Processing (SCP)  
• Vehicle Control (VC) 
• Vehicle Payload (VP)  
• Real Time Embedded (RTE)  
• Mission Processing (MP)  
• Process Control (PC)  
• System Software (SYS)  
• Planning Software (PLN)   
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• Scientific Software (SCI)  
• Training Software (TRN)  
• Telecommunications (TEL)  
• Software Tools (TOOL)  
• Test Software (TST)  
• Intelligence & Information 
Software (IIS)  
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Example CER 
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• Intelligence and Information Software (IIS) CER: 
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CER Examples 






• Productivity benchmarks by Operating Environment 
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Dataset Productivity Distribution 
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Example CER Uncertainty Analysis 
• IIS CER prediction errors and Standard Error 
Variation 
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Modern Estimating Challenges  
 
• Rapid Change, Emergent Requirements, and 
Evolutionary Development 
• Net-centric Systems of Systems (NCSoS) 
• Model-Driven and Non-Developmental Item 
(NDI)-Intensive Development.  
• Ultrahigh Software Systems Assurance 
• Legacy Maintenance and Brownfield 
Development  
• Agile and Kanban Development.  
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Estimation Process  
 
• Overview 
• Estimation Purpose 
• Program Definition 
• Estimation Scope 
• Data Collection and Normalization 
• Estimate Creation 
• Sensitivity Analysis 
• Risk and Uncertainty Analysis 
• Estimate Documentation and Packaging  
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Develop the point estimate 






Estimation Process based on GAO  
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Source: GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide. United States Government Accountability Office, Washington, 
D.C., 2009. 
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Appendix A - Cost Model Descriptions  
 
• Introduction 
• Cost Models 
– COCOMO II 
– True Planning 
– SEER-SEM 
– SLIM 
• Cost Model Input  
    Factors 
– Software Size 
– Software Cost Drivers 
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Future Work 
 
• More SRDR data is collected each year.  The 
SRDR data requirements are periodically 
revised to collect more and higher quality data. 
– The intent is to keep this manual relevant with 
future editions incorporating new information from 
contributors. 
• Much future work is identified in the current 
manual.  
• This manual will be hosted and maintained at 
http://softwarecost.org 
– Readers can find errata, updates to its content, and 
a place to submit suggestions and comments.  
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